OZO GEORGE TOWN PENANG
Sleep, connect and explore George Town, Malaysia’s world-renowned heritage city, with OZO George Town
Penang as your base. This all-new hotel is a refreshing urban address and the perfect city-island getaway
where travellers can enjoy a great sleep experience and wake up at the heart of it all feeling inspired,
recharged, and ready to roll.
Located right on the fringe of the UNESCO World Heritage zone, OZO George Town Penang is perfectly
situated for easy and convenient access to the historic shophouses, colourful five foot ways and the endless
street food stalls that the Pearl of the Orient is known for. OZO George Town Penang is set to redefine and
exceed mid-market hotel expectations with practical yet stylish interiors, innovative use of space, and a
panoramic views of the George Town UNESCO World Heritage Site and the Straits of Malacca, as well as a
sky bar with infinity pool designed to rejuvenate the body and refresh the mind.
OZO George Town Penang is the only hotel on the island with a sky lobby. All arriving travellers proceed to
the 20th floor sky lobby for the best introduction to the city ever - a bird’s eye view of the nearby old town
and surrounding landmarks. Linger and enjoy the view, snap a few shots for Instagram, and connect with
our team who are all eager to share their top picks from this exciting and fast-changing island destination.
All the hotel’s facilities are located on the topmost floors so everyone has access to the best views. This
includes the infinity pool, the gym and ON22 sky bar located on the 22nd floor, the restaurant on the 21st
floor and the lounge on the 20th floor.
Sleep Tight
OZO is all about a great sleep experience, so travellers can enjoy more of what every destination has on
offer. OZO George Town Penang’s "Snooze Zone" consists of 141 guest rooms and suites across five
different categories in a 22-storey city-centre tower.
All OZO rooms offer high-quality DreamMaster beds which come with pillow-top mattresses and offer
amazing views of the immediate neighbourhood. Offering both total black-out drapes for uninterrupted,
blissful nights and natural daylight for early risers. All Sleep, Dream and OZO Family room categories
feature clever and functional design, with a snoozing and relaxed connectivity zone that features a desk
with multimedia connection panels, a swivel-screen IPTV for direct streaming and either a daybed or comfy
armchair. Bathrooms feature walk-in rainshower, an integrated wardrobe and luggage bench.
Our signature OZO room design features a mural wall highlighting the essence of the locality and OZO
George Town Penang artistically showcases the unmistakable charm of the well-preserved heritage
buildings of the nearby streets.
OZO Suite and OZO Family Suite categories offer additional space and elevated views.

Wake Bright, Stay Bright
After a fabulous night’s sleep, guests wake to an energizing and invigorating breakfast at the restaurant on
the 21st floor, the sky-high destination for an extensive breakfast buffet and a-la-carte all-day dining with a
view. Set to be Penang’s hottest rooftop social hangout, ON22 offers a selection of locally-inspired drinks
and snacks.
Play and Work
OZO George Town Penang welcomes everyone with a stunning infinity swimming pool at the rooftop,
offering inspiring views of the locality. Guests can cool off at the indoor air-conditioned relaxation space for
reading and small talk or catching up on work with iMac workstations. Both are ideal for travellers arriving
early or departing late at night. Also, the hotel offers a fitness room and meeting room for up to 25 people.
Located on the 20th floor, the sky lobby is the heart of the hotel with team members ready to offer local
knowledge and advice. Maps are often not required, as the team can point out nearby landmarks right from
the elevated vantage of Penang’s only penthouse hotel lobby.
Step Out
OZO George Town Penang is centrally located with amazing proximity to the local attractions and
landmarks. From the hotel’s main entrance, a short stroll leads travellers to George Town’s charming lanes,
quaint local shops, amazing street art and heritage buildings featuring vanishing trades as well as
new-generation cafes and shops. For foodies, make sure to stop by at the nearby Chinatown, Little India,
the street side hawker stalls, traditional kopitiams and hipster cafes and be blown away by the multitude of
choices. From the tangy, sweet and spicy Assam Laksa to the refreshing concoction of Ais Kacang or
Malaysian style shaved ice, even the most seasoned foodies are sure to find something new that they have
never tasted before.
OZO George Town Penang is the ideal base for those wanting to explore Penang’s rich heritage and
experience the electric jumble which makes George Town a mecca for history, architecture, shopping and
food.

###
About OZO
Sleep. Connect. Explore. However you spend your day, OZO wants you to wake up feeling inspired, recharged, and
ready to roll. OZO hotels are midscale properties aimed at creating buzz and zest downstairs – and peace and quiet
upstairs. At OZO, everything we do is designed to offer a great sleep experience for smart, savvy travellers on the go.
We also know our guests are hungry for new experiences and always on the lookout for new discoveries. We stay in
the know about the local best so you form a connection with the places you visit. OZO is currently present in
Thailand, Hong Kong and Sri Lanka, with more properties opening in the coming years. Visit www.ozohotels.com.
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